City-Scan Plus Sampling Instructions
Read All Instructions BEFORE collecting your water sample
Samples should be shipped the same day they are collected. For the most accurate results, collect
samples Monday – Wednesday and ship 2-Day Delivery.
Fill all the bottles from a single location. Each bottle is used for a different type of analysis.
1. Freeze the blue gel pack for a minimum of eight hours before you collect your samples.
2. Collect your samples according to the detailed instructions for filling each bottles on page 2.
3. Enclosed you will find a test strips that you will use to determine both free and total chlorine. Follow
the detailed instructions on the packet to determine chlorine levels. Provide these testing results in the
space provided for field measurements on the paperwork you are sending with your sample.
4. Complete the enclosed lab form, make sure to include the date and time you collected your sample.
Also include a sample identification for example you may use an address or a specific location like
kitchen sink. Make sure to include your chlorine results on the paperwork as well. You will want to take
note of your order number in order to track your sample and obtain the results.
5. Ship your kit via 2-Day Delivery on the same day the samples are collected to the testing location
below:
Testing Location:

TestYourWater.Info
380 Scotch Road
Ewing, NJ 08628

6. To ensure your sample was received contact the carrier with whom you shipped your sample (UPS or
Fed-Ex). Carriers like UPS or Fed-ex offer services which will send you an email when the sample arrives.
7. Samples typically take 7-10 business days to complete. Actual processing time may vary based upon
laboratory volume. Final reports are emailed about completion unless other arrangements have been
made.
These testing kits are intended for city supplied drinking water, excessively dirty samples may require
additional processing, which could add to the cost or the time it takes to analyze.
If you have any questions regarding this test or any other test kit offered, please contact a technical
service representative at 1-844-TEST-H2O
Thank you for choosing TestYourWater.Info for your testing needs.
www.testyourwater.info
1-844-TEST H2O / 1-844-837-8426

sales@testyourwater.info
Your sample kit will contain:
(1) 8 ounce Freeze Pak
(1) 500 ml Plastic Bottle
(2) 40 ml Glass Vials
(1) Paperwork
(1) Bubble bag for vials
(2) Free & Total Chlorine Test Strip

40 ml Vials





Slow water to a thin stream
Fill vials completely so there is a button of water (see
pictures)
Cap securely tip vial upside down and check for air
bubbles
If air bubble are present, try adding more water to the
vial to displace air.

500 ml Plastic Square Bottle



Fill to neck
Cap Securely & Return to Cooler

Thank you for choosing TestYourWater.Info for your testing needs.
www.testyourwater.info
1-844-TEST H2O / 1-844-837-8426

